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Freedom Through Worship
After being stripped, beaten, flogged and thrown into prison Paul & Silas did their own
version of the Jailhouse Rock.
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Acts 16:25 “About midnight Paul & Silas were praying and singing hymns to God, and
the other prisoners were listening to them. 26 Suddenly there was such a violent
earthquake that the foundations of the prison were shaken. At once all the prison doors
flew open, and everyone’s chains came loose.”
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There is freedom through worship!

GUT CHECK
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Seminal moments in history:

The COVID - 19 crisis is a seminal moment

Do you remember where you were, and

that will reverberate through your memory

what you were doing the instant you became

forever. Rest assured that one day you will

aware of the 9-11 attack? How about the

look back at this moment in time and reflect

Space Shuttle disaster? Or, if you’re old

on your own personal behavior and recall

enough, the winter storm of ‘78?

how you reacted to what will come to be
known as the 2020 COVID crises.

These are seminal moments that occur once

When that time comes will you be able to say

in a lifetime. Looking back, how did you

that your faith in God pulled you through?

react? Was it in fear, anxiety, and dispair?

And that during the crisis you were able to

Or do you remember digging deep inside and

pronounce the love of Christ to your unsaved

License

finding determination and resolve? Perhaps

friends and family? Hey Radio is a tool for you

Renewal

you even felt a sense of righteous anger that
made you want to stand up, brush yourself

to share with friends. Like the songs that

Hey 5k
August 8

FCC

Process

Paul & Silas sang, Christian music can help to

off and in Jesus’ name ‘shout down the devil’ break the chains of fear and hopelessness.

Technology, COVID-19, and Hey Radio
There are some things that you’ll purchase that you hope you’ll never have to use. Like, life
insurance, extended warranties, and gym memberships. Years ago Hey Radio spent big
bucks on an Emergency Alert system. You know, that obnoxious screeching noise that
comes across the air waves right in the middle of your favorite song. It’s a nationwide signal
sent by FEMA in the case of an emergency. Like an Amber alert, or a tornado. Or, most of
the time, it’s ‘just a test’.
In the month of March if you were listening, Governor Gretchen Whitmer, you may
remember, broke through the normal programming to bring you an urgent public address
concerning the COVID 19 pandemic. Urging all of us to stay home, wash our hands, and so
forth. Praise God for this technology provided to help broadcast such important messages.

On Your Mark, Get Set, Hey 5k!
Get your sneakers on and start training for this year’s Hey 5K. Here are some
important web addresses to get you there:
Registration: https://www.heyradio.com/hey5k-759909.html
Couch-to-Hey5k: https://www.heyradio.com/couch2hey5k.html
Sponsor opportunities: https://www.heyradio.com/sponsor-opportunity.html

Always! Here For You
Hey Radio is NOT closed for business.
The ripple effects of the COVID 19 coronavirus go
beyond sickness. The range of illness goes from
symptoms of a mild cold, possible hospitalization, and
even death. As devastating as that is, the damage runs

VISION

even deeper. As discussed in the cover story, this

Every 8 years each radio station in America has to re-apply

seminal moment has created an entirely new

to the Federal Communications Commission for the

paradigm. Businesses shut their doors. Schools closed

purpose of renewing its FCC license. It’s not the first time

to students. People have learned to work from home,

Hey Radio has had to jump through these hoops. The first

go to school online, and do their shopping at the least
likely hours of the day. No matter what comes, Hey

time was 2012 and now here we are again. The process

Radio will always be on the air broadcasting the gospel

Opportunity form, Biennial Ownership form, a 303-s form,

of Jesus Christ. To keep this promise, we need your

a 396b form and more. It’s worth jumping through all the

support. Please consider a donation to this station.

hoops to continue providing the one broadcast that

requires the filing of many forms including The Equal

Donate online at HeyRadio.com

reaches the hardest converts. The next renewal isn’t until

or mail your donation to

2028. Hey Radio will always be here for those who thirst

Hey Radio PO Box 1511 Muskegon, MI 49443

for the word of God delivered through Rock and Roll!

